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Background Knowledge
1. NeRF: (Neural Radiance Field)



1. NeRF: (Neural Radiance Field)
a. Map (x,y,z, angle) to pixel intensity and color
b. Use classical differentiable rendering to compute 

loss
c. Coarse + Fine network for importance sampling



New Problems

What if the number of projections is very small (i.e. fewer 
than 5), can we still construct the 3D representation as in 
NeRF using only those projections?

If we have a large number of projections not related to 
the current objects that we are interested in, can we 
utilize those projections?



1. NeRF
2. PixelNeRF: (Neural Radiance Field)

a. Add an additional prior image embedding input 
to NeRF, keeping everything else the same



1. NeRF
2. PixelNeRF: (Neural Radiance Field)

a. Add an additional prior image embedding input
b. Project the embedding from camera plane to 

canonical plane



PixelNeRF Details

1. Instead of use that embedding as input, add this as a 
residual to the output of the initial output

2. Prior image embedding taken from pretrained networks, 
i.e. ImageNet (not trained simultaneously).

3. If multiple prior images
a. Construct multiple NeRF networks and share weights
b. Take the average from the outputs of multiple 

networks



PixelNeRF Details



Results
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